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To predict behaviors of future events 
& 

improve success rate under each attack

OBJECTIVE



1. Configured TI sensor tag on Openhab using REST 

API, achieving real-time data update.

2. Installed Influxdb database to manage data and 

Grafana to graphically display.

3. Began working on regressions with temperature 

data and other data

WEEKLY SUMMARY



HOW WE ACHIEVED?  REST API
● interacting with openHAB from 

other programs
● updating data by request URL

WHY IS USEFUL?
● real-time updating and 

monitoring only based on 
openHAB

● Z-wave & Sensortag 
configured! 



InfluxDB: An open source platform built from 
the ground up for metrics, events, and other 
time-based data
-- Manage our data
Grafana: An open source platform for 
beautiful analytics and monitoring
-- Graphically display our data 



Regression Prediction

1.Multi/One-variable Linear Regression
Humidity -- R^2=0.91        Light -- R^2=0.89
RMSE=2.07



Fitting Prediction
2. Linear fitting (Learning feature within the data nearby)
Window size=10       Predict range= 5 mins later
RMSE=0.94



Elastic Net Prediction

1. Also attempted Elastic Net 
model

2. Use previous 50 minutes to 
predict next 30

3. Preliminary loss value of 2.94
4. Will attempt pre-processing 

to lower loss
5. Difference in loss between 

fake and real data could 
potentially be used to detect 
attacks from Red Team

Blue = predicted
Orange = actual
Y axis: temp in oC
X axis number of minutes



1. Import our data from openHAB to database (InfluxDB) 
and make fancy graphs (Grafana) 

2. Build an application (non AI) --> analyze data and send 
email when coffee is ready

3. Anomaly detection (ML)

4. Optimize fitting parameters for better performance

5. Conclusion (ML): use ML to conclude the data and  
defense attacks.

FUTURE WORK



QUESTIONS?


